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I can make many things using plastic

bags and plastic bottles.

I can use plastic bags to make an

umbrella.

I can use plastic bottles to make a

flower pot.
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I can sew plastic bags together and

make a handbag.

I can make a vase out of plastic

bottles.

I can make a kite out of plastic bags.

I can make a pencil holder using

plastic bottles.
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We should not throw out plastics.

We can make pencil holders.

We can make a flower pot out of a

plastic bottle.

We can reuse plastic bags as well.
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We should reuse plastic.

We can make tins, out of plastic

bottles, to put our pencils in.

We can make kites, out of plastic

bags, to play with.

We have to recycle plastic bags.
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You can use flower pots to grow

things like fruits and vegetables.

You can use plastic bottles to hold

things, like colouring pencils.
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I can use plastic bottles to make a

watering can and a water tap.

I can also reuse plastic bags.
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I can make a piggy bank to hold

money.

I can make a flower pot.

I can make a watering can with three

plastic bottles.

I can make a trash can with plastic

bottles, bags, and two boxes.
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We can use plastic bottles to make

rafts. Fishermen can use rafts to get

onto their boats.

We can use rafts for a long time. We

can go to the beach and ride our rafts.
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To make a pot, you will need dirt, a

plastic bottle, and seeds.

To make a hot air balloon or a

sailboat, you will need disposable

cups, plastic bags, and wool.
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I can make a pot or a pencil holder

using plastic bottles.

I can make a toilet using plastic bags.

By using plastic bags and bottles, I

can make an umbrella, a dressing

table, and a chair.
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We can use cloth bags instead of

plastic bags.

We can make pots and pen holders

from plastic bottles.

We should have strict rules about

recycling.
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I can make a pencil holder to be put

on a table.

I can also make a colourful and

beautiful flower pot.

I can make a picture frame to hold

beautiful pictures.
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We can make:

- Plastic bag socks

- Plastic bag kites

- Plastic bag carpets
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I can make an umbrella using a

slender plastic bottle and a plastic

bag.

I can also make a plant holder using a

plastic bottle.
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We can use plastic bottles to make

useful flower pots.

We can use plastic ropes to tie our

flower pots to trees.
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I can use plastic bags to make a kite,

and I can use plastic bottles to make

a vase.

I can use cardboard to make a house,

and I can use plastic bags to make an

umbrella.
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You can use plastic bottles to make

rafts to travel on the water. You can

go from boats to islands, and between

islands. Even if you are on a beach,

you can ride on a raft. Kids can have

fun and play on rafts.
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You can make:

- Pots out of bottles

- Walls out of painted bottles

- Watering cans out of bottles
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To make the lamp, we need paper 

plates, cardboard, lights, and 

batteries.
To make the jewellery holder, we need 

empty tins, paper, sticks, and 

cardboard.
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The kite needs plastic bags, and a

ribbon.

The jewellery holder needs paper,

flowers, and a stick.
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